
Coaxial Liquid Chiller

Coaxial Liquid Chiller is an efficient and powerful refrigeration
module, compactly designed for chilling recirculating water loops.
These chillers, with a capacity ranging from 100 to 760 Watts
(temp-dependent), are ideal for batteries, medical, military, laser,
electronics, electric vehicles, and laboratory equipment.  

Notable for their small footprint, lightweight design, reliability, and
exceptional performance, these chillers excel in low-temperature
indoor ambient conditions, cooling down to -20°C. The coaxial
chiller is a powerful system that provides significant cooling over
a wide range of operating temperatures with a coefficient of
performance COP as high as 4.
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BACKGROUND

MICRO WATER COOLING SOLUTIONS FOR
CUSTOMIZED REFRIGERATION.

The Plate Liquid Chiller
combines all key parts
in one unit, maximizing
space with smart
design & integration.

Variable speed PCB
integration allows users to
control compressor speed,
ensuring the chiller
performs optimally.

Brushless DC mini
compressor works quiet,
and provide peak cooling
performance with
variable speeds.
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RIGID Coaxial Liquid Chiller is a robust and compact
refrigeration module, catering to diverse cooling applications
where size and performance are crucial. The Coaxial series
provides unparalleled flexibility for OEM users and systems
integrators.
 
Developed to meet the demand for RIGID's miniature refrigeration
expertise, the chiller integrates a core cooling system
(compressor, condenser, refrigerant, evaporator), allowing end-
users to adapt to coolant fittings for maximum flexibility. Fully
sealed, charged, and tested before shipment, it finds applications
in laser, electronics, personal, medical, and thermal cooling.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Coaxial Liquid Chillers

COOLING SPECIALIST

Miniature Cooling Specialist. 
Manufacturing Partner. We keep looking for novel solutions in
compact and portable cooling Technology!
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APPLICATIONS
Battery

Laser&CO2

Electronics

Wine Dispenser

Medical Device

Portable Coolers
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